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Development of Atomic TMD Based Valley Engineered 2D crystals for Opto-Spintronics

Dipak Maity

Understanding the role of defects is highly important in studying the light-matter interactions in semiconductors. In this perspective, studying the role of defects in atomically thin layered two dimensional (2D) semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) is highly important. TMDs grown via CVD processes are prone for several defects particularly in the form of chalcogen vacancies. Further tuning of the defects can be carried out by post processes and other chalcogen or metal doping. Such additional energy levels formed in the crystal can play a seminal role in the excitation and emission properties of TMDs. Here I have studied the role of dopants, particularly vanadium and selenium, in MoS$_2$ monolayers and studied the transport and chirality dependent optical excitations. The results obtained here are correlated with a possible band structure and possibilities of such structures in applications such as valleytronics.
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